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3 Column Ledger Brookes Logsbook 2019-06-13 Simple ﬁnancial planning tool: quickly and easily
Keeping track of your business and expenses 3 Columns, 40 lines in each of the 100 pages Perfect
size: 8.5" x 11" Easy to carry. Great for home business, small business, homeowner, professionals,
students or travelers.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
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deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
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quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-21 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
Ledger Notebook Quinn Quinn Anderson 2018-09-06 Use this ledger account book to manage
your accounting work easily. It has 8 columns and 35 entries in each sheet. Gives more space to
write in. It can work well as basic accounting book, record keeping book, checkbook register or
other money/cash ledger for small businesses or individuals. - 8.5x11 inches. Large size. - Our
notebooks are library-quality. - Professional trade paperback binding ensures a notebook to be
proud of. - Vintage fabric style cover. - If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, click on
the "Look Inside" feature.
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8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-16 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
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accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-16 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
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inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-27 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
Ledger Notebook Blair Blair Donaldson 2018-09-06 Use this ledger account book to manage
your accounting work easily. It has 8 columns and 35 entries in each sheet. Gives more space to
write in. It can work well as basic accounting book, record keeping book, checkbook register or
other money/cash ledger for small businesses or individuals. - 8.5x11 inches. Large size. - Our
notebooks are library-quality. - Professional trade paperback binding ensures a notebook to be
proud of. - Fabric style cover. - If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, click on the
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"Look Inside" feature.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-27 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Book Willie Prints 2019-08-16 8 Column Accounting Ledger BookFor record
your ﬁnancial, Manage your account ease of access, Budgeting & Money Management,
Bookkeeping Book.8 columns,40 lines per page Book Detail Size 8.5x11 Inches / 100 pages Glossy
Cover Paperback Cover Grab 8 Column Accounting Ledger Book today!
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
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more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-15 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-16 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
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distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Quinn Quinn Shea 2018-09-06 Use this ledger account book to manage your
accounting work easily. It has 8 columns and 35 entries in each sheet. Gives more space to write
in. It can work well as basic accounting book, record keeping book, checkbook register or other
money/cash ledger for small businesses or individuals. - 8.5x11 inches. Large size. - Our
notebooks are library-quality. - Professional trade paperback binding ensures a notebook to be
proud of. - Elegant fabric style cover. - If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, click on
the "Look Inside" feature.
8 Column Ledger Tory Tory Sowards 2018-09-06 Use this ledger account book to manage your
accounting work easily. It has 8 columns and 35 entries in each sheet. Gives more space to write
in. It can work well as basic accounting book, record keeping book, checkbook register or other
money/cash ledger for small businesses or individuals. - 8.5x11 inches. Large size. - Our
notebooks are library-quality. - Professional trade paperback binding ensures a notebook to be
proud of. - Vintage ﬂower cover. - If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, click on the
"Look Inside" feature.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-21 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
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doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-15 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
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COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
Ledger Notebook Carmen Carmen Washington 2018-09-06 Use this ledger account book to
manage your accounting work easily. It has 8 columns and 35 entries in each sheet. Gives more
space to write in. It can work well as basic accounting book, record keeping book, checkbook
register or other money/cash ledger for small businesses or individuals. - 8.5x11 inches. Large
size. - Our notebooks are library-quality. - Professional trade paperback binding ensures a
notebook to be proud of. - Vintage ﬂower cover. - If you would like to see a sample of the
notebook, click on the "Look Inside" feature.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
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quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-21 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
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deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-21 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
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shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-16 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
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are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track of
ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your diﬀerent
needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at the
oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here are
more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking or
for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-
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through. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
8 Column Ledger Moito Publishing 2017-11-20 In need of a record book to help you keep track
of ﬁnances, transactions, taxes or messages? Our ledger is designed to work well with your
diﬀerent needs. Our eight column ledger will help you work more eﬃciently, smarter and better at
the oﬃce, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate, permanent bookkeeping records. Here
are more reasons for you to choose our notebook: VERSATILE USE - Whether for business tracking
or for home expenses record, this is the perfect ledger for you! This eight column disbursement
journal provides tracking for checks, fund transfers, withdrawals, automatic payments and
deposits. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - You can't beat a book like this. It doesn't need batteries,
doesn't take you time to log in and you can take it to the beach even. You can keep track of your
accounts anywhere, anytime. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The lines are printed, clear, thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual
distractions when you are reading or writing. MORE WRITING SPACE- With 40 rows in each of the
100 pages, it oﬀers more space for you to write your entries than other ledgers available online.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 27.9 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but
shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry!
COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We are a small company who stands for
quality and aims to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get this ledger, the
perfect ﬁnancial planning tool to help you manage your expenses and budget.
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